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Abstract 
We exhibit explicitly the structure of Banach space on the metric injective envelope of a real 
Banach space, in a simple and unexpected way. 0 1997 Elsevier Science B.V. 
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1. The problem 
A Banach space X is injective if it has the same Hahn-Banach extension property that 
is possessed by the scalars (real or complex); that is, any X-valued linear map from a 
subspace 2 of a Banach space Y extends to an X-valued linear map of the same norm 
on all of Y. 
In order words, injective Banach spaces are the injective objects in the category of 
Banach spaces equipped with continuous nonexpansive linear operators as morphisms. 
Injective Banach spaces were introduced and characterized in the real case by Nachbin 
[lo], who proved: 
Theorem 1.1. Fur a real Banach space X the following are equivalent: 
1. X is injective; 
2. X has the binary intersection property (every collection of mutually intersecting 
balls in X has nonempty intersection); 
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3. X is isomorphic to C(K) for some compact and extremally disconnected topological 
space K. 
In the fundamental paper [3] Cohen proved that every Banach space X has an injective 
envelope, i.e., there exists a pair (&X, e), where E~X is an injective Banach space and 
e : X --f &X is a linear isometry (our isometries need not be onto), such that the only 
subspace of &X, that is injective and contains e(X) is &X itself. 
A metric space X is injective if it has the following property: any X-valued nonexpan- 
sive map from a subspace 2 of a metric space Y extends to an X-valued nonexpansive 
map on all of Y. 
In the other words, injective metric spaces are the injective objects in the category of 
metric spaces equipped with nonexpansive maps as morphisms. 
Injective metric spaces, known among fixed point people as hyperconvex metric spaces, 
were introduced and studied by Aronszajn and Panitchpakdi [l], who proved: 
Theorem 1.2. For a metric space X the following are equivalent: 
1. X is injective; 
2. X is metrically convex (x, y E X and 0 < t < 1 imply the existence of z E X 
with d(z: z) = td(z, y) and d(y, z) = (1 - t)d(z, y)) and has the binary intersection 
property. 
Moreove< if X = C(K), where K is a compact Hausdo@space, then X is injective 
ifs K is extremally disconnected. 
In the fundamental paper [5] Isbell proved that every metric space X has a metric 
injective envelope, i.e., there exists a pair (E~X, e), where EmX is an injective metric 
space, e : X -+ Em.X is an isometric embedding and no injective proper subspace of 
EmX contains e(X). 
Isbell [6,7] also proved that &mX is rigid, i.e., it is uniquely determined up to a unique 
isometry. 
The model of EmX constructed by Isbell is briefly described below: 
0 EmX = {f:X -+ ES+, f extremal on X} where f is extremal if it is pointwise 
minimal among metric forms on X. A metric form on X is a function from X to 
Iw+ such that 
f(x) + f(Y) > 4x, Y), 2, Y E X. 
l e: X --) &mX is defined by e(z)(y) = d(y, z), y E X. 
l The function d, (f, g) = supZEx If(x) - g(x)1 is well defined for f, g E &mX and 
is a complete metric. 
From now on, X will be a real Banach space. 
For such a space, as consequence of Theorems 1.1 and 1.2, the notions of metric 
injective and linear injective coincide. Moreover, Isbell [6] first proved that &mX has an 
algebraic structure of Banach space, extending that of X, in such a way that &mX can 
be identified with &X. 
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Subsequently Rao [ 1 l] improved the result of Isbell, but none of them have given an 
explicit construction of the algebraic structure of ~rnX: Zorn’s lemma enters everywhere. 
Consequently the Banach space structure on ,cmX has been essentially hidden until 
now. lsbell [7] posed the question of a possible explicit construction. 
This is exactly what we will do in this paper. Precisely we will give out, in a simple 
and unexpected way, a closed formula for the vector space operations on E~X. 
2. The solution 
Some properties of extremal functions, needed in the following development, are sum- 
marized in the next lemma. 
Lemma 2.1. 1. f E E~X iff,for all .r E X 
f(z) = sup{d(z, y) - f(y), y E “} = sup{ pkL Y) - f(Y)(. ?/ E Jf} 
= d, (J e(x)). 
2. ,f t &nbX implies if(z) - f(y)1 < d(z, y) for all 2, y E X. 
3. X is injective iff ever?, f E ErnX has a minimum value and the minimum is zero. 
4. dxl(.f.g) = sup{f(z) - ,9(z), :r E X}, i.e., in calculating d,, we can avoid the 
absolute value (see Dress [4]). 
5. The translation of an extremal function ,f E Err1.X bq’ means of an s E X, de$ned 
by f(s) = f(r + s), is again extremul. 
We remark (cf. also Isbell [6]) that the metric structure of a real Banach space de- 
termines uniquely its algebraic structure, as a consequence of the Mazur-Ulam theorem 
about isometries (91. 
So the only candidate to be the neutral element in &rnX is e(0) and consequently the 
norm of f E ElnX, if it exists. must be defined by 
VI = &c (P? 44) = f(O). (1) 
The next lemma, apparently formal, will be crucial in the sequel. 
Lemma 2.2. In every normed space (X. +, ‘, 11. II), ifwe ident& 2 E X with the distance 
function from .c, i.e., with e(r)(y) = 11~1 - y/l, then the algebraic operations on X are 
tran.sformed bx e in the following way: for rj.:rl E X and X E iI% and y E X 
e(3.1 + z:*)(y) = [e(z)) 0 e(:r,)] (y) := inf{d(z, 21) + d(y - 2,x2), z E X}, 
r(k)(y) = [X*c(x)](y) := 1 /Xllls - fll, A # 0, IIYII ! X = 0. 
The proof is easy and we want only to remark that e(z)) q P(Q) is the well-known 
inf-convolution of convex functions [2,12]. 
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In the case of &mX we can be more precise about the identification of 5 with e(z) in 
Lemma 2.2. 
Lemma 2.3. For f E EmX, the function f dejined, for every h E &mX, by 
f(h) = sup{ Id,(h,e(z)) - f(z)/, z E X} = sup{ /h(z) - f(~)l, z E X} 
is the only extremal extension off to &mX, and, moreover; d, (f, 6) = d,(f, 9). 
Proof. f(h) = d, (f, h) implies that f^ is extremal on &mX; moreover for y E X we 
have f^(e(y)) = d,(f, e(v)) = f(y). Let g be an extremal extension of f to EmX. We 
have 
g(h)=sup{]d,(h,u)-g(u)], u.~&mX} 
> sup{ Id, (e(z), h) - f(z)/, 2 E X} = f(h). 
The statement follows from the minimality of g. 0 
Let us now denote by @ and o the vector space operations on &mX, we are looking 
for. By Lemma 2.2, given f, g E EmX and y E X we have: 
(f @ s)(y) = (f^Oi) (e(y)) = inf{f^(h) + i(e(y) 8 h), h E EmX}. (21 
To go on, we need to know what is e(y) 8 h = e(y) CD /h, where /h denotes the 
inverse of h. By Lemma 2.2 again, we have, for z E X, 
[e(y) 8 h](z) = inf{d,(e(y),u) +d,(/h,e(z) au), u E EmX}. (3) 
Equality (3), for u = e(y), becomes 
[e(y) 8 h] (2) 6 d, (lh, e(z) 8 e(y)) = d, (lh, 42 - Y)) 
which is really an equality, since e(y)eh and d,(/h, .) are extremal functions (d,(/h, .) 
denotes the function that to q E &mX associates the distance of q to /h). 
By Lemma 2.2, (/h)(s) = h(-s) and, consequently, 
[e(y) ah](z) =d,(lh,e(z- Y)) = SUP{((S- (2 -Y)[[ -h(b), s E X} 
=h(y - ~1, 
since h is extremal. 
Now we can come back to (2), and choosing h = f, we have 
(f @9)(y) Gi(e(v)ef). 
i(. 8 f) is extremal, since it is the restriction to e(X) of the translation of the extremal 
function 4 by means of /f. Not all restrictions of extremal functions are extremal, but 
restrictions from &mX to e(X) are so. 
We are now in a position to get the conclusion: 
(f@ 9)(y) =G(e(y) 8 f> = sup((4y) 0 f)(Z) -9(z), 2 E X} 
=suP{f(Y- z) -9(z), z E x}. 
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Analogously, it is easy to see that for f E EmX and X E R\(O) 
(XOf)(Y) = (A*.f)(e(y)) = IX(d, f>y = lAlf(X). ( 1 
The heuristic argument used until now, is confirmed in the following: 
Theorem 2.4. The metric space &mX, equipped with the norm dejned in (1) and the 
algebraic operations dejined by 
(f @g)(x) = sup{f(z - s) - g(s). s E x} (4) 
(A O f)(x) = 
i 
Iw(;). x # 0, 
II4 1 x = 0, 
is a real Banach space. Its structure extends that of e(X). 
Proof. It is obvious that the products is well defined. We must prove that the sum is 
well defined, i.e., f ~3 g E &mX, and we will accomplish this result in four steps. 
1. For any g E EmX the function p(z) = sup{g(z + s) - g(s), s E X} is equal to 
ll-cll. In fact ‘p is convex as supremum of a family of convex functions. Moreover C+J is
subadditive: 
p(x + y) = sup{g(:c + y + s) - g(s), S E x} 
< sup{g(.c + y + s) - g(y + s). s E x} 
+ sup{&/ + s) - g(s). s E X} 
= P(X) + P(Y). 
A convex subadditive function with ~(0) = 0, is homogeneous, i.e., cp(Xz) = XV(Z) for 
all X 3 0. 
Now we have, since 9 is a metric form: 
$42) 3 g(.c) - g(0) = g(z) + g(0) - 29(O) 3 II4 - 29(O). 
If in the last inequality we multiply for a X > 0 and we use x/X instead of CC, we have 
/I4/ - 2MO) G 4x1. 
Since X is arbitrary, we have 11~11 < p(z). The result follows, since g is nonexpansive, 
and so cp(z) < llz:11. 
2. For f,g E emX, the function Q(z) = sup{f(x - s) - g(s), s E X} is a metric 
form. For any SI , sz E X 
,4,(z) + NY) 3 f(z - Sl) - SCSI 1 + f(Y - s2) - Y(S2) 
3 IIZ - y + s2 - SI II - g(a) - g(s2). 
Since g is extremal for s2 E X: 
ti,(z) + $(Y) 3 9(:1: - Y + s2) - ds2). 
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and from Step 1: 
ti’(x) + $k/) 3 sup{g(n: - Y + 82) - g(s2)3 s2 E x} = IIZ - Y/II. 
3. Now we want to prove that the sum defined by (4), is associative, subject to some 
restrictions that will be removed later. Precisely, if f, g, h E ~rnX are such that f @ g 
and g @ h E EVLX, then (f @ g) $ h = f $ (g @ h) 
We observe before that the sum (4) is commutative, as consequence of Point 1 in 
Lemma 2.1. Moreover, in the next computation, we are free from absolute value, by the 
hypothesis f @ g and g @ h, E &mX: 
((f @ 9) @ h) (x) = sup{ (f @9)(x ~ s) - h(s), s C X} 
= sup{sup{,g(z - s - w) - f(w), w E x} - h(s), s E x} 
= sup{sup{g(z - s - w) - h(s), s E x} - f(w), w E x} 
= sup{(g @ h)(r - w) - f(w), w E X} = ((9 @ h) @ f)(x) 
= (f @ (9 @ h))(z). 
4. The metric form $I = f $ g in the Step 2 is extremal. 
Let h be an extremal form such that h < f @g (Zom’s lemma is not used to find such 
an h, as remarked by Dress [4]). It follows that 
(h 8 g)(x) = sup{h(z - s) - g(-s), s E X} = sup{h(z + s) - g(s), s E X} 
6 sup{ (f @.9)(x + s) - S(S)? s E X} 
= sup{sup{g(s + s - 2) - f(z), z E x} -g(s), s E x} 
= sup{sup{g(n: - z + s) - g(s): s E x} - f(z)* 2 E x}. 
By the results in Step 1 and the extremality of f 
(h 8 g)(x) 6 sup{/lz - 211 - f(z), .z E X} = f(x). 
The last inequality is really an equality, since h 8 g is a metric form by Step 2. By 
h 8 g = f and Step 3, it follows that 
f @ g = (h 8 g) @ g = h EB (/g CE g) = h @ e(O) = h. 
To get the conclusion, we must prove that the sum (4), which now is associative, and 
the product (5), enjoy all good properties requested. This can be obtained by means of 
routine computations and we verify, by example, only the distributivity of the product 
with respect to the sum of scalars: 
(a + P) O g = (0 O 9) @ (P O 9). (6) 
Suppose first p < 0 < (Y and I,81 < cy, so that 0 < -t < 1. By convexity of g we have, 
for any s E X: 
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and consequently: 
i.e.. (a o 9) 3 (fl o g) < (n + :3) o g and the equality follows. 
If o and ,!Y have the same sign, (6) follows easily from 
teog=(cw+B-p)0,9=(a+P)oy6(~og). 0 
We recall some results from Kelley [S], Cohen [3] and Rao [ 111. 
Let B be the closed unit ball of the dual X* of X and E the set of all extreme points 
of B. Let W be a maximal weak* open subset of E such that W n (-W) = 0 and 
LV U (-W) is weak* dense in E. Let T be the weak* closure of W, C(T) the space of 
continuous functions on T with the supremum norm. For any f E C(T), let e(f) be the 
extremal function (cf. Rao [ 111) defined, for every z E X, by 
f(f)(Z) = sup{ /w(2) - f(Ul)l, w E T}. 
Now it becomes easy to prove the following theorem (cf. Rao [ 111): 
Theorem 2.5. The map E: f + e(f) is a linear isometv of C(T) in &mX. 
Proof. By definition of e(f) it is obvious that llfil = [e(f)] = e(f)(O). So, it is sufficient 
to prove that g is linear. We have: 
[e(f) @ e(g)](x) = sup{e(f)(z - 2) - e(g)(z), 2 E X} 
= sup sup{ lw(z. - z) - J’(ul)j, u! E T) 
{ 
- sup{ lw(z) -g(w)], w E T}, z E X 
> 
6 sup{) sup{ ImJ - z) + W(Z) - f(7u) - g(w)), w E q>, 
z E x} 
= SUP{ Jw(x) - (.f +-9)(w)J, w E T} = 4.f i-g)(z). 
The last inequality is actually an equality, since e(f + g) is an extremal function. 
The equality e(Af) = X o e(f) f 0 11 ows from a simple computation. 0 
Remark 2.6. The Banach space &mX is necessarily isomorphic to any model for &X, 
and in particular, to that constructed by Cohen [3]. 
Really it furnishes a construction of E~X, alternative to that of Cohen, and apparently 
easier to handle: we will test elsewhere this statement. 
We know that for x fixed and any s. z E X: 
f(z - s) - g(s) 6 f(x - z) + g(z). 
In fact any value of f + g is a majorant for &(f, g) (cf. Isbell [51). Consequently, 
(S @ g)(x) < inf{f(n: - 2) + g(z), 2 E X}. (7) 
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The equality holds in (7) if at least one of the functions f, g belongs to e(X). Anyway, 
the following theorem makes it clear that the equality is not possible, in general, for every 
f,g E EmX. 
Theorem 2.7. For every f, g E &mX, x E X 
(f @I g)(z) = inf{f(z - z) + g(z), z E X} 
iff X is linear injective. 
(8) 
Proof. If X is linear injective, f = f^, g = g and the statement follows by Lemma 2.2. 
If (8) holds, then 
(f 8 f)(z) = inf{f(z - z) + f(-z), z E X} = 11x11. 
For z = 0, we have inf{f(z) + f(z), z E X} = 2 inf{f(z), z E X} = 0. Let 2, E X 
be such that f(z,) < I/n. We have 112, - x,11 < f(z,) + f(z,) 6 l/n + l/m. If z 
is the limit of the Cauchy sequence z,, we have f(x) = 0, and by Lemma 2.1, Point 3, 
the statement follows. 0 
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